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CULTURE, TOURISM, EUROPE AND EXTERNAL AFFAIRS COMMITTEE 

 

INQUIRY ON THE IMPACT OF COVID-19 ON SCOTLAND’S CULTURE AND 

TOURISM SECTORS  

 

SUBMISSION FROM ROYAL SCOTTISH NATIONAL ORCHESTRA (RSNO) 

 

This paper presents the financial, cultural, educational and wider economic impact of 

COVID-19 from the perspective of the RSNO and outlines the action we have taken in 

response to that impact. 

 

1.1 Financial Impact 

The RSNO generates approximately 32% of its income from ticket sales, hires and 

tours, and a further 14% from private fundraising and sponsorship; income that largely 

depends upon us being open to the public and delivering activity. The financial shock 

of much of this income stream being switched off overnight has in part been mitigated 

by the continued invaluable support from Scottish Government, Local Authorities and 

loyal donors which, combined with job retention support, has slowed the rate through 

which we need to lean on our reserves. But the conclusion of the CJRS in October 

leaves us vulnerable as, unlike many of our UK orchestra counterparts, we employ a 

full-time salaried orchestra of 69 musicians - in addition to our modest administrative 

workforce of 41 - and therefore carry significant fixed costs.  

 

We have not been eligible for many existing support packages including the Retail, 

Hospitality and Leisure Grants; the Small Business Bonus Scheme; Creative 

Scotland’s Bridging Bursary or Sustaining Creative Development Fund (as a National 

Performing Company); the Third Sector Resilience Fund; or the welcome financial 

support packages for Screen, Museum or Heritage organisations. Restructure options 

are limited due to the fixed costs of supporting a world-class roster of musicians; posts 

that can take years to fill from a small pool of world-leading artists. Years of careful 

management, good governance and vital government support has fostered a 

resilience that has enabled us to weather the initial financial impact of the closure 

order, but without direct financial intervention for the performing arts we risk seeing 

our carefully built-up reserves eroded more rapidly from October, with expenditure 

continuing to outstrip income at an increased rate. This will negatively impact the work 

we can undertake and the people we can reach. 

 

1.2 Cultural Impact 

The cultural impact of the ending of live music-making has been felt as profoundly as 

the financial impact. Based in Glasgow’s RSNO Centre, we are a nationally recognised 

centre of excellence. 129 years old and awarded royal patronage by HM The Queen 

in 1977, we performed at the opening of Edinburgh’s Scottish Parliament building in 

2004. Our special status in the UK’s cultural life was cemented in 2007 when we were 
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recognised as one of Scotland’s five leading National Performing Companies (NPCs), 

supported directly by Scottish Government.  

 

The complete cessation of live orchestral music-making has had a profound impact on 

the cultural fabric of Scotland and indeed to the RSNO. To make clear the size and 

scale of the cultural impact of COVID-19 on Scotland and the people we reach, 

throughout 2019 we staged 109 performances; reached a live audience of 127,000; 

released 8 new records with music by 10 composers; helped develop the careers of 

44 young instrumentalists and 5 emerging composers; worked with 38 celebrated 

conductors and 75 solo artists, and performed the world premiere of 4 new works from 

established composers. In addition to our role as the nation’s leading ensemble for 

performances of celebrated works from the orchestral canon, we also have a vital role 

to play in giving a platform to new music. In September 2020 we are still hopeful that 

an easing of social distancing rules, essentially linked to the viability of the performing 

arts, will enable us to formalise our commitment to new music and contemporary 

Scottish artists under the banner of a new ‘Scotch Snaps’ series, dedicating to profiling 

the work of Scottish music and exploring the rich cultural tapestry of influences that 

make up the Scottish sound. 

 

1.3 Educational Impact 

We have had to cease all in-person learning and engagement work, including 

specially-developed concerts, workshops and music-making designed to foster 

creativity, develop new skills and bring the power of live music to 31,000 people in a 

regular year, including children and adults with a range of physical and learning 

disabilities. Ordinarily our comprehensive ‘Music for Life’ engagement programme 

reaches children, young people, adults and older people in our main Scottish touring 

centres and far beyond, into the Highlands, Islands and areas of rural deprivation. Our 

‘Astar’ app is given free to every new-born baby in Scotland as part of the Scottish 

Government’s Baby Box initiative, reaching over 350,000 families to date.  

 

Included within our learning and engagement programme is our annual National 

Schools Concert Programme (NSCP) that was due to be staged in March 2020. This 

series of live concerts, in-school workshops, teacher training courses and resource 

packs has been designed to support the Curriculum for Excellence. It culminates in 

presenter-led full orchestral concerts for primary school pupils, that were due to be 

staged in Aberdeen, Dundee, Glasgow, and Edinburgh, including interactive elements, 

visual projections and integrated sound/lighting. The project enriches children’s 

understanding of music and the power of the performing arts. Even though the impact 

of its cancellation has in part been mitigated by our swiftly-assembled digital offer (see 

(2)) – and we aim to deliver a fully digital NSCP in March 2021 if we can raise the 

necessary funds - its loss nevertheless impacts a whole year’s cohort of pupils and 

teachers. 
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1.4 Soft Power and Wider Economic Impact 

The RSNO sits at the heart of a far-reaching and rich national ecology. In terms of the 

spending power of our workforce, this not only encompasses the personal financial 

security of our celebrated orchestral musicians, whose salaried status helps us retain 

world-class talent in Scotland in the face of international competition, but it also 

extends to the freelance musicians, technical and production staff we contract, the 

composers we commission, and the artists and conductors we engage. We undertook 

to pay freelance fees until the end of April to support self-employed workers, but the 

cancellation of RSNO concerts, auditions and trials for what will be a minimum of six 

months has had a significant impact on the livelihoods of the freelancers that represent 

the backbone of the sector. Beyond the RSNO and the diverse workforce we support 

- which also includes the RSNO Chorus, recognised as one of the most distinguished 

large symphonic choruses in Britain - we also bolster the local economies surrounding 

the venues to which we tour. Local cafés, bars, pubs, restaurants and other retailers; 

public transport and car parking services all benefit from the RSNO’s multiplier effect, 

as do other businesses through profile-raising sponsorships and partnerships.  

 

 

We have become a hugely well-loved and respected institution that sits at the heart of 

Scotland’s cultural offer. Helping to deliver national cultural ambitions, we are proud 

to be arts ambassadors of Scotland and showcase not only the talents of Scottish 

musicians within our orchestra, but of the many nationalities from across the UK and 

around the world who chose to make the RSNO their home. As such, we benefit from 

an influential platform to represent Scottish culture as something to be appreciated, 

valued, and better understood across the UK. Looking ahead, our planned profiling of 

the very best new music coming out of Scotland promises to link the music we 

programme to social justice issues in an authentic way, reinforcing the relevance of 

new music. It is vital that the reputation and influence that the RSNO continues to exert 

is not lost through the devastating impact of COVID-19, and that when Glasgow hosts 

the COP26 Climate Change Conference in 2021, the RSNO’s presence can still make 

a statement about the quality and power of the Scottish cultural offer, on a par with the 

greatest international orchestras and supported by government, just as our greatest 

European counterparts are. 

 

2 ACTION TAKEN 

In response to the impact outlined above, we have worked hard to shore up our 

financial position and protect the RSNO Society, whilst simultaneously understanding 

and delivering on our responsibility to continue to take the music we make to as many 

people as possible. 

 

2.1 Income Generation 

We have successfully converted some ticket refunds to donations or credit notes, and 

worked hard to retain supporters, secure new donors, promote fundraising campaigns 

around our digitally-streamed concerts, and steward the RSNO’s family of corporate 
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partners and charitable trusts and foundations whose support is largely restricted to 

activity that has not been able to take place. With regard to government support 

measures, alongside the CJRS we have also accessed the Statutory Sick Pay Relief 

Package, capitalised upon the ability to claim Gift Aid on donated tickets where 

possible, and benefited from the VAT Payment Holiday and Non-Domestic Rates 

Relief. Whilst helpful, these measures have not been able to replace the c. 40% drop 

in income that we are currently managing. We have been unable to access the 

additional available support packages outlined in 1.1 and as a charity leaning on its 

reserves, it would not be prudent to take on debt through the CBILS. 

 

2.2 Digital Engagement 

The RSNO is a charity that exists to provide all of Scotland with music-making of the 

highest quality, enriching the nation’s cultural life and reaching the widest possible 

audience. The COVID-19 closure order struck at the heart of our ability to deliver public 

benefit, so we have rapidly developed and disseminated a digital programme that has 

delivered more content than any other UK orchestra.  

 

RSNO Friday Night Club  

At the heart of our suite of free digital offers sits our weekly Friday Night Club series 

of concert premieres. The closure order catalysed the acceleration of our ambition to 

exploit digital capability to expand the orchestra’s reach and impact across Scotland 

and beyond. Originally intended to test and ultimately pilot our content capture and 

dissemination capabilities, RSNO concert footage filmed and recorded from August 

2019 has enabled us to stream a concert premiere every week since 27 March, 

broadcast from the RSNO’s website, Facebook and YouTube channels at 7.30pm and 

available afterwards. The messaging around the broadcasts encouraged ‘watch 

parties’ and enabled viewers to feel connected when apart, bringing a virtual audience 

together and using the unique power of music to support people during a time of great 

challenge and difficulty. Our focus on wellbeing was further strengthened through our 

digital presence and campaigning around Mental Health Awareness Week. In total 14 

Friday Night Club premieres have resulted in a seven-fold increase in video views on 

the RSNO Facebook and YouTube channels and reached more than 215,000 

households as of mid-June 2020. As lockdown measures have eased, we closed the 

series in partnership with the Edinburgh International Festival, digitally premiering our 

five-star sell-out 2019 performance of Wagner’s Götterdämmerung, streamed on 26 

June.  

 

#RSNOChallenge 

Our digital offer began on 25 March with a weekly #RSNOChallenge, sponsored by 

ScotRail. Designed to support the national home-schooling effort, and with an aim to 

bring creative music-making into the homes of families across the UK and beyond by 

making music together, the 14 Challenge films have amassed engagement from more 

than 148,000 households. Participants are challenged to create instruments and 

sounds using everyday household objects, removing barriers for families and children 
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who may not have access to traditional instruments but who can still benefit from and 

engage in creative music-making.  

 

RSNO Sunday Sounds 

Complementing our full orchestral Friday Night Club premieres, Sunday Sounds brings 

a series of weekend afternoon performances to online viewers. Streamed online at 

3pm each Sunday for free, and featuring a different RSNO musician performing from 

their own home, the series is designed to amplify the individual musicians and 

personalities that make up the RSNO, deepening engagement. Sunday Sounds has 

had almost 30,000 views to mid-June since its launch on 10 May. 

 

Cultural First Aid Kit and Food Parcel Delivery 

We successfully secured funding from the Scottish Government’s Wellbeing Fund in 

June to support the creation of a series of interactive films developed specifically for 

adults living with acute brain injuries in partnership with Tayside Healthcare Arts Trust. 

Developed and filmed in June to be disseminated in July, this work has been part of 

our effort to deploy the resource that the RSNO represents to help those whose 

disabilities represent a barrier to engaging creatively in normal circumstances; barriers 

that have been greatly exacerbated by COVID-19 when a significant proportion of this 

group has had to shield.  

 

We have also redeployed the RSNO truck to support the national food parcel delivery 

effort in Oban and its neighbouring islands, and Dunoon, and more immediately for 

our regular concertgoers we have developed a helpdesk and ‘How To’ digital guides. 

This has enabled new digital consumers to access RSNO concerts via our YouTube 

and social media channels and supported their ability to connect with family and 

friends. 

 

Other digital activity has also included: 

• Takeover Project: Our annual work experience programme introduces teenagers 

to arts administration skills and equips them with the knowledge to curate, 

publicise and stage their own cultural event. Facing cancellation due to lockdown, 

we rolled the project out digitally, inviting a group of young people to compose, 

publicise and digitally disseminate a new work with the support of composer 

Nathan Hall, premiered online on 16 June in Scotland and the US. 

• Young Ambassadors: We moved this project online, inviting our 20 Young 

Ambassadors from all over Scotland to multiple sessions, featuring more than 25 

guests including RSNO musicians. Prior to the lockdown period, Maree Todd 

MSP, Minister for Children and Young People, attended a forum with participants 

to discuss a range of topics including young people’s access to music and music 

education, and this work has continued to develop digitally throughout lockdown. 
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3 RE-OPENING: CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES 

Once we can safely re-open, it is likely that any continued social distancing 

requirements will impact the size of orchestra we can field, the numbers of audience 

members we can welcome into concert halls, and ultimately the viability of live music-

making before a vaccine is available. For audiences themselves, once the immediate 

crisis passes much of the work undertaken to address barriers to arts engagement 

amongst communities least likely to engage will have been set back, and the impact 

of financial insecurity, ill health, and reluctance to travel will negatively impact sales.  

 

However our significant digital growth, supported by our existing global reputation, 

gives us an influential platform upon which to significantly raise the profile of Scottish 

culture amongst the swathe of new audiences that have proven themselves keen to 

explore the Scottish cultural offer. We can use this platform to continue to reach our 

loyal audiences, and take the RSNO into the homes of a new national and global 

audience, but only with vital emergency support for the performing arts and with 

investment in our digital infrastructure, an investment that will see a return in terms of 

reach, but also increased financial resilience longer-term.  

 

The RSNO provides a vital contribution to Scotland’s national cultural life and 

showcases our talent to the world. If it survives the current crisis, the RSNO can help 

deliver a vision that puts Scottish culture at the heart the UK’s cultural offer, nationally 

and globally. 


